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Huzefa Rangwala and Jasem Pirani, founder of MuseLAB have designed an

apartment with a firm shell and feminine interiors.

MuseLAB is an end-to-end design studio; offering a bespoke and leading-edge

approach to design with a precise focus on unique and highly customized

environments, interiors and furniture. In 2012 partners HuzefaRangwala and

JasemPirani founded the studio built upon their shared passion for design.

Each space and product embodies integrity and is created with the same care,

skill and attention to detail.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY: MUSELAB
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GREEN

LUXURY

Sustainably designed and handcrafted in South Cornwall, Tom Raffield designs

are synonymous with nature; each product is hand-shaped using sustainable

wood and created as sculptural pieces of art using a pioneering form of steam

bending. 

 

Joining Tom Raffield’s bestselling, biophilic inspired collection, The Green

Range, come in two brand new smaller hanging planters, crafted for the very

first time from ash wood. Perfect miniatures of the established Morvah design,

each small hanging planter continues to showcase the brand's signature

curves and physically embody Tom Raffield's nature-inspired ethos.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

GREEN LUXURY

Tom Raffield’s green range is inspired by the Morvah design and is portable,

versatile and luxurious while strongly rooted in sustainable concepts.

PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY: TOM  RAFFIELD
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 The whole world is going through a tough time because of COVID- 19, the

disease caused by a coronavirus. The disease has accelerated and continues to

wreak havoc around the world. It has affected all the sectors and markets. The

global ceramic tiles and design industry has also been hugely affected by this.

There are a lot of leading events that have been canceled and postponed

because of COVID-19 because of health and safety as the ultimate priorities.

The most anticipated industry events that have been forced to postpone and

which have been canceled are right here with the current status:

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

Below is the complete list of postponed or cancelled ceramic exhibitions of

2020.

EVENTS AND DATES
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